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Foundation models are critical digital technologies with sweeping societal impact that necessitates
transparency. To codify how foundation model developers should provide transparency about the
development and deployment of their models, we propose Foundation Model Transparency Reports,
drawing upon the transparency reporting practices in social media. While external documentation
of societal harms prompted social media transparency reports, our objective is to institutionalize
transparency reporting for foundation models while the industry is still nascent. To design our reports,
we identify 6 design principles given the successes and shortcomings of social media transparency
reporting. To further schematize our reports, we draw upon the 100 transparency indicators from the
Foundation Model Transparency Index. Given these indicators, we measure the extent to which they
overlap with the transparency requirements included in six prominent government policies (e.g. the EU
AI Act, the US Executive Order on Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy AI). Well-designed transparency reports
could reduce compliance costs, in part due to overlapping regulatory requirements across different
jurisdictions. We encourage foundation model developers to regularly publish transparency reports,
building upon recommendations from the G7 and the White House.

1 INTRODUCTION
Foundation models are transformative digital technologies [17], introducing new capabilities [94]
and risks [95] that have garnered unprecedented public attention to AI. As with earlier digital
technologies such as the Internet and social media, the potential for profound societal impact
necessitates greater transparency for foundation models. The 2023 Foundation Model Transparency
Index [18] confirms that, currently, the foundation model ecosystem is opaque: the Index scored 10
major foundationmodel developers (e.g. OpenAI, Google,Meta) on a 100 point scale for transparency,
with developers on average receiving a mere 37 out of 100.

Previous digital technologies, especially social media platforms, have been similarly plagued by
insufficient transparency. Over the past 15 years, social media platforms have come to produce
transparency reports: public reports, produced on recurring basis, that consolidate information
related to usage of their platforms and key platform governance practices like takedown requests
and policy enforcement. Today, transparency reports are an industry standard: Access Now docu-
ments that more than 85 Internet and telecommunications companies have produced transparency
reports [7]. The European Union’s Digital Services Act mandates transparency reporting for online
platforms and formalizes the process to ensure that vital information is publicly reported with
sufficient fidelity, frequency, standardization, and accessibility [29].
While transparency practices are nascent for foundation models, and the current landscape

displays both idiosyncratic and systematic opacity [18], governments are stepping in to take
corrective measures. In the United States, Representatives Donald Beyer and Anna Eshoo have
introduced the AI Foundation Model Transparency Act to mandate public reporting of standardized
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information as to be determined by the Federal Trade Commission. This bill builds on reporting
requirements from the October 2023 Executive Order on AI. In the European Union, the EU AI Act
requires transparency on training data, energy usage, model evaluations, and risk management.
Other policies intended to improve transparency include Canada’s code of conduct for advanced
AI systems, China’s generative AI services regulation, and the United Kingdom’s request that firms
share their responsible scaling policies.

To address the transparency deficits in the foundation model ecosystem, build upon transparency
practices for social media platforms, and guide the transparency initiatives proposed by govern-
ments, we propose FoundationModel Transparency Reports. FoundationModel Transparency Reports
are structured reports that provide essential information about foundation models which developers
should publish on a periodic basis. Such transparency reports would standardize what companies
should report, consolidate this information to assist stakeholders in finding it, and structure the
information to facilitate subsequent analysis or comparison across multiple developers. Our trans-
parency reports build upon recommendations under the G7’s voluntary code of conduct and the
White House’s voluntary commitments, both of which state that foundation model developers
release transparency reports.
As we show in §4, while current transparency requirements in government policies often lack

precision, our transparency reports specify a precise schema for disclosing information. In particu-
lar, we build on the 100 transparency indicators defined in the Foundation Model Transparency
Index [18] that concretize transparency for foundation models across the supply chain. While
Bommasani et al. [18] scored foundation model developers for their existing practices, we describe
how developers can implement new reporting practices to inculcate stronger norms of transparency.

Our paper makes three contributions to advance transparency in the foundation model ecosystem.
First, we explore how transparency reporting is conducted in other industries to derive principles;
we use these principles to design Foundation Model Transparency Reports. Second, we align our
design with government policies to show how transparency reports could improve compliance and
reduce compliance burden across jurisdictions. Third, we instantiate our design with examples
of Foundation Model Transparency Report entries from different foundation models based on
publicly available information, setting a clear example for future reports. Together, our work guides
foundation model developers on how to be more transparent and world governments on how to
promote transparency through policy.

2 SOCIAL MEDIA TRANSPARENCY REPORTS
The rise of social media platforms over the past ten to twenty years provides a natural parallel for
foundation models. Namely, a disruptive and powerful emergent technology came to be widely
adopted across societies, thereby intermediating important societal functions such as access to
information and interpersonal communication. Social media has been associated with several types
of risk, some of which resulted in substantial societal harms (e.g. the Cambridge Analytica scandal,
the Rohingya genocide in Myanmar). These harms are not entirely unrelated to the significant
opacity of social media platforms (e.g. with respect to how is user data shared, how is contented
moderated - necessary but not sufficient), which make it more difficult for governments and external
researchers to assess harms to users. We therefore describe transparency reporting in the context of
social media, where it has emerged as a standard practice, to conceptualize transparency reporting
for foundation models.

2.1 History
In the context of social media and telecommunications, a transparency report is a recurring public
report of key metrics related to legal information and takedown requests, as well as policy and
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intellectual property enforcement for large online platforms [11, 86]. Telecommunications compa-
nies and social media platforms have gradually adopted these reports since 2010, in response to
public concerns over their handling of privacy, government surveillance, freedom of speech, and
misinformation. Initially, these concerns were triggered by disclosures of dissident information
to the Chinese government [78], the FBI’s use of the Patriot Act for surveillance [2], and Edward
Snowden’s subsequent disclosures of NSA surveillance practices [41]. Concerns from users and
advertisers would later emerge over moderation practices of harmful content [4], spurring greater
transparency into platform policy enforcement.
To examine how transparency reports emerged, we consider Google’s transparency report in

2010. In 2010, Google first reported government requests for content removal or information [1], as
well as where its services were blocked or inaccessible [11]. The report showed that Google received
over 1200 requests from 36 jurisdictions, providing a greater level of basic insight into the platform
(e.g. Brazil made 398 requests for over 19000 items to be removed, and Google complied with 68 of
these requests). Shortly thereafter, LinkedIn, Microsoft, and Twitter began producing their own
recurring reports, with an avalanche of adoption following the Snowden revelations in 2013, now
including Facebook, Apple, and Yahoo. Access Now’s Transparency Reporting Index documents
this increase in adoption: 6 companies produced reports in 2012, compared to over 60 in 2015.
Transparency reporting also gradually expanded in scope to include removals under intellectual
property law and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act [7]. Etsy was the first platform, in 2015,
to introduce a policy enforcement report, detailing its responses to user violations of its terms of
service [3]. Since reporting on these incidents could compromise user privacy, companies generally
release high-level aggregate statistics. Overall, transparency reports came to be an important part
of companies’ brands and helped foster wider public trust and accountability [11, 86].
While social media platforms played a significant role in conceptualizing the first versions of

transparency reports, civil society organizations drove advances in their scope and utility. For
example, organizations began to rank online platform transparency practices to generate pressure.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation regularly scores corporations on privacy, process, and freedom
of speech, in “Who Has Your Back” [27]. In response, high-scoring companies like WordPress
and Apple publicized their results [99]. Similarly, Ranking Digital Rights maintains its Corporate
Accountability Index, to score telecommunications providers on a spectrum of transparency, access
and responsibility to users [60]. And in response to the Transparency Reporting Toolkit from New
America and the Berkman Klein Center [23], Twitter revamped its reporting standards to follow
suggested best practices [53].

Subject to the recommendations of civil society, and the associated push for greater accountability,
transparency reporting frommajor social media platforms had evolved to becomemore interpretable
to the general public, more detailed, and more regular in its cadence. By 2021, 88 technology
companies had published transparency reports, with some including downloadable data [7]. For
instance, Meta now releases comprehensive and often near-live reports on policy enforcement,
intellectual property, government requests, content restrictions, regulatory measures, Internet
disruptions, and even widely viewed content [31]. In addition, Meta offers content libraries with
APIs for Facebook and Instagram, as well as an ad Library. However, since 2021 there has been a
steep decline in new voluntary transparency reporting from major platforms [76]; X, for example,
no longer makes updates to its Transparency Center [97].

2.2 Purpose
In social media, transparency reporting functions as an instrument for social media companies to
make information public. In particular, these disclosures help alleviate informational deficits on
public interest matters spanning privacy, free speech, surveillance, and the reach of harmful content.
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Social media platforms are often incentivized to comply with the unethical or secretive requests
of governments in order to maintain access to their markets [39]. While transparency reporting
cannot fully deter this incentive, it can inform the public of the scope and extent of a government’s
intervention into platforms, and spur public pressure as a deterrent to surveillance, censorship, or
privacy violations. Additionally, as social media platforms have been likened to a “digital public
square,” the processes governing the access and dissemination of speech can have significant societal
impact [55]. In light of rising concerns of algorithmic dissemination, echo chambers, and scalable
misinformation, transparency reporting could mediate public trust. In theory, open and transparent
processes around speech suppression or amplification would enable a fairer public discourse that is
better informed about the measures taken by social media companies to regulate online speech.
Given that the information made available through transparency reports is intrinsically highly

multifunctional, transparency reports are simultaneously targeted at a range of stakeholders in
the complex platform ecosystem. Nonexhaustively, these stakeholders include platform users, non-
users that are impacted by platform operations, investors, and advertisers. Users, non-users, and
civil society collectively are invested in ensuring that processes that govern platform information
are fair and privacy-preserving. These concerns are partially addressed by clear documentation of
standards and procedures for privacy, compliance with governments, and content moderation, as
well as public statistics. Consequently, civil society organizations have outlined clear criteria by
which transparency reports can better satisfy these stakeholder objectives [10, 57, 77]. Similarly, it
is in advertisers’ interests for their ads to not be associated with offensive or harmful content [4].
Certain platforms have regulated political advertising, providing a clear example where monitoring
the compliance and impact of company policies can provide a useful basis for academic research
by social scientists [28]. Lastly, in the absence of corporations supporting public interest research,
some have argued that society’s abilities to understand and address misinformation, among other
harms, is severely limited [5].

2.3 Implementation
Modern social media transparency reports are typically divided into four categories: legal informa-
tion requests, legal takedown requests, intellectual property enforcement, and policy enforcement
[86]. Legal information requests typically pertain to requests for private information on users and
their communications [91]. Legal takedown requests pertain to governments applying local laws
to have content permanently removed from platforms. Platforms may not always comply with
government requests, so reports often show the number of requests by country, the compliance
rate, and the number of unique accounts affected. Intellectual property reporting is often split
into content removals and requests for copyrighted and trademarked content. Policy enforcement
reporting includes a wide range of potential violations, which will differ by platform, and usually
display the removal rates over time per country for each violation type. Additionally, platforms
may report other metrics that detail the security of user accounts, the content that is most viewed
on the platform, or changes in company policies.

While this high-level standardization is common across social media companies, further standard-
ization has been challenging. Primarily, as Keller [51] outlines, most metrics are not straightforward
to calculate and come with implicit assumptions. As a result, given the significant heterogeneity
in social media platforms, this requires bespoke, company-specific measurement approaches that
inhibit apples-to-apples comparisons [86]. Because reported statistics are often not standardized,
platforms have substantial discretion to select what they measure and how theymeasure it [89]. This
idiosyncratic approach intensifies concerns that transparency reporting in social media serves as a
type of ethics-washing that is instrumentalized as marketing collateral [98] Further, transparency
reporting introduces substantial costs for social media platforms [85]. Significant company-internal
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infrastructure is required to initially measure and subsequently maintain metrics, especially given
many social media platforms operate across many jurisdictions. Companies need to dedicate sig-
nificant resources to maintaining their transparency reports, causing some to question whether
this comes at the cost of further investment into more substantive governance or risk mitigation at
these organizations.

Serious critiques of transparency reporting—and the broader focus on improving the procedural
transparency of digital technology providers—have been raised in various fields [8, 16, 21, 38, 44, 64].
For example, social media companies who release transparency reports rarely sufficient access to
their platforms for third parties to validate the information they disclose, meaning the information
may be inaccurate. These critiques are often valid: transparency is not an end unto itself, it is merely
a mechanism that may allow further insight into the operations of technology companies in order to
better pursue other more tangible societal goals [20]. The way in which transparency requirements
are implemented can have a significant impact on whether transparency is performative and
unverifiable or substantive and rigorous.

2.4 Mandates
Historically, transparency reporting has been a voluntary practice and, increasingly, an expected
norm in the social media industry due to public pressure. However, a growing number of gov-
ernments are considering mandating transparency reporting. In the United States, other types
of disclosure requirements imposed by the government are at times in tension with the First
Amendment due to concerns of compelled speech. In ruling on disclosure requirements across
several contexts, the Supreme Court has used several different legal standards for distinct types of
disclosure, sharing a common basis in requiring the government to prove a disclosure requirement
“is appropriately tailored to a sufficiently important goal" [90].

Under the European Union’s recently-enacted Digital Services Act (DSA), online platforms
are required to abide by transparency and access provisions [62]. The EU designates Very Large
Online Platforms (VLOPs) as platforms with at least 45 million monthly active users (i.e. 10% of
the EU population): these platforms must prepare biannual transparency reports, conduct periodic
risk assessments, publish audit reports, establish ad repositories, and share data with external
researchers. The EU solicited external input on the form and manner of these transparency reports
from December 2023 to January 2024, and intends to adopt an implemented regulation in the first
quarter of 2024 [29]. Primed by the experiences of transparency reporting over the past decade, the
EU aims to standardize reporting by identifying a series of indicators that must be reported, along
with clarifying measurement methodology in several cases [79]. In the first round of transparency
reporting under the DSA, 19 platforms submitted reports spanning human resources dedicated to
content moderation by locale, content enforcement takedown rates and error rates on both content
and accounts, as well as the median time needed to enforce content violating the law or platform
policy [24]. This level of specificity has allowed for far greater clarity into operations: for example,
the transparency report from X demonstrates glaring disparities in content moderation staffing
across languages (e.g. Bulgarian, Croatian, Dutch, Hebrew, Italian, Latvian and Polish all have at
most 2 content moderation staff who are primary language speakers, compared to over 2000 for
English).1

3 DESIGN OF FOUNDATION MODEL TRANSPARENCY REPORTS
To design Foundation Model Transparency Reports, we identify 6 design principles, informed
directly by the strengths and weaknesses of social media transparency reporting (§2). Subject to

1See https://transparency.twitter.com/dsa-transparency-report.html.

https://transparency.twitter.com/dsa-transparency-report.html
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these principles, we then identify indicators to be included in the reports using the Foundation
Model Transparency Index [18] and work through a few examples of how developers may report
information related to these indicators.

3.1 Principles
Social media transparency reports, especially in their current form, embody several desirable prin-
ciples for transparency reporting. First, these reports consolidate information about a social media
platform’s practice into a centralized location, referring both to the transparency report document
and the transparency report page on the platform’s website. Consolidation and centralization enable
stakeholders to have a singular and predictable source for finding relevant information. Second,
these reports are structured to address specific queries: reports often have four top-level sections
(see §2.3). This structure sets clear expectations for what can be found in the report, what the
report is unlikely to cover, and as a coarse means for comparing different platform practices. Third,
some companies prepare extensive transparency reports that clearly contextualize information.
Given that transparency reports are read by a variety of stakeholders with differing expertise and
familiarity about platforms, and there are many unique nuances of a platform (e.g. what a “user" is
in the context of the platform), context is necessary to adequately interpret information.
However, social media transparency reports at present (generally) fail to implement other

desirable principles for transparency reporting. First, while these reports consolidate information,
the underlying information to be included is not independently specified. Consequently, platforms
are able to determine what information to include and exclude, allowing them to unevenly report
only on matters advantageous to them. Second, while these reports are coarsely structured, they
are not fully standardized both in terms of the form and organization as well as the indicators
reported. Therefore, transparency reports from different platforms cannot be easily compared
to each other or combined to perform larger-scale analyses that reveal aggregate trends. Social
media companies are ultimately the deciders of what constitutes a transparency report in their
industry, leading to significant heterogeneity. Third, while the best transparency reports at present
contextualize information, they often do not clearly specify methodologies for computing statistics.
As a result, given many quantities could be computed in different ways (e.g. different methods of
user de-duplication for user counting), without clarity on the underlying methodology, consumers
of transparency reports may still be prone to misinterpretation.

3.2 Approach
Using these 6 principles—centralization, structure, contextualization, independent specification,
standardization, and methodologies—we design Foundation Model Transparency Reports. To begin,
rather than having foundation model developers dictate what is included in their own transparency
reports, we propose a uniform set of indicators to be included in transparency reports across
foundation model developers. This ensures that the contents of the reports are simultaneously (i)
independently specified and (ii) standardized. To select these indicators, we use the 100 transparency
indicators (Appendix A) from the Foundation Model Transparency Index [FMTI; 18], which is
a recent initiative that scores major foundation model developers for their transparency. The
Foundation Model Transparency Index provides a comprehensive conceptualization of transparency
with its 100 indicators organized into 3 domains: (i) the upstream resources used to build a foundation
model, (ii) the model properties including evaluations, and (iii) the downstream use and impact of
the foundation model. Domains are further broken down into subdomains (e.g. upstream resources
include data, labor, compute, code); we re-use this hierarchical domain-subdomain structure as the
recommended organization for Foundation Model Transparency Reports.
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In contrast to social media platforms, where platform activities and usage are almost exclusively
conducted on the platform’s website, foundation models have different usage patterns. As a con-
sequence, transparency reports for foundation models should not only be made available on the
foundation model developer’s website, but also via distribution channels that make the foundation
model available. For example, Meta’s Llama 2 model is distributed via Meta’s GitHub repository,
but also via Microsoft Azure, Hugging Face, and other platforms. As a result, transparency reports
would, ideally, be disseminated through these distribution channels as well to ensure the associated
information can be discovered even if a consumer of the information does not look for it on Meta’s
website. Further, akin to the centralization of DSA Transparency Reports in an EU database, gov-
ernments may consider consolidating Foundation Model Transparency Reports across foundation
model developers into a single database to facilitate research and analysis.

Therefore, our design addresses 4 of the 6 principles we identify: independent specification, con-
solidation/centralization of information, report structure, and standardized information/indicators.
In practice, foundation model developers may choose to not be transparent about certain indicators
for a variety of reasons such as (i) the costs of generating the relevant information, (ii) the liability
risk from disclosing the information, or (iii) the competitive risk from disclosing the information.
In these cases, we encourage companies to still include these fields in their transparency reports to
make clear to other stakeholders this information is not available and, when possible, to justify why
this information is not provided. For example, OpenAI clearly indicates that it is not transparent on
several matters (e.g. training data, model size) for GPT-4 as a matter of competition and safety [70].

To address the final 2 principles of contextualization and (measurement) methodology, we provide
three examples that address indicators across the 3 domains (upstream, model, downstream).
Example: Upstream environmental impact. Two of the transparency indicators we include
address the direct environmental impact (due to electricity usage) and the broader environmental
impact (e.g. due to water used to cool data centers) associated with building the foundation model.
As an exemplar of how to provide this transparency, we consider the work of Luccioni et al. [59] in
estimating the environmental impact of training BLOOM [56] to underscore three matters. This
work makes clear what is being reported (i.e. environmental impacts associated with the equipment
manufacturing, model training, and model deployments phases) and what assumptions are made
(e.g. how different greenhouse gas emissions are converted to tons of carbon dioxide). Beyond
this conceptual clarity, the work provides methodological clarity (e.g. in how total emissions are
computed as the sum of infrastructure, idle, and dynamic consumption), highlighting components
neglected in other environmental accounting approaches [71]. Finally, since almost all assessments
of environmental impact will hinge on underlying estimates (e.g. the carbon intensity of the energy
grid), the reporting is clearly contextualized with the sourcing of this information (in this case to
statistics provided by Aurora Energy Research on French carbon utilization).
Example: Model evaluations. Several of the transparency indicators we include address model
evaluations that span capabilities, limitations, risks, mitigations, trustworthiness, and efficiency.
Unlike the environmental impact example, here we instead describe demonstrated issues and
challenges in reporting evaluation results with the standard MMLU [47] benchmark for language
models. To ensure evaluation results are correctly interpreted, developers should clearly report the
resources involved in adapting (e.g. prompting, fine-tuning) their foundationmodel to the evaluation.
For example, Google reports the results for Gemini [74] on MMLU in direct comparison to GPT-4,
obscuring that Gemini was prompted using 32 examples and chain-of-thought prompting whereas
GPT-4 was prompted using 5 examples and standard in-context learning. Further, developers should
specify lower-level details about model evaluations (e.g. the specific prompts used, the codebase and
implementation for the evaluation). Fourrier et al. [35] demonstrates that different implementations
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of MMLU can lead to noticeably different quantitative results, sometimes even changing the ranking
of different models.
Example: Downstream policy enforcement. Several of the transparency indicators correspond
with transparency sought for content moderation on social media platforms. Namely, these are
indicators on the usage policy for foundation model, the policy’s enforcement, the frequency of
usage policy violations, the rate of accurate detection of these violations, and whether users are
informed about and can appeal moderation decisions. For some of these indicators, producing the
relevant information should be of marginal cost to foundation model developers, but we highlight
that estimating the rate of usage policy violation is less straightforward. Calculating the prevalence
of total usage policy violations is more involved than just reporting the number of detected usage
policy violations, since many usage policy violations may go undetected. To address this issue,
Narayanan and Kapoor [66] provide guidance informed by social media practices. For example,
social media companies sample posts uniformly at random to generate estimates of specific policy
violations (e.g. hate speech) using human moderation. Foundation model developers could emulate
this practice or use other sampling methods to provide better estimates of total violations and
detected violations, which would also clarify significant gaps between the the number of total and
detected violations.

4 POLICY ALIGNMENT

Policy Status Type Covered Entities Reference

Canada Code of Conduct In effect Voluntary Firms developing or managing generative AI system with general-purpose capabilities [49]

EU AI Act Negotiated Mandatory Providers of general purpose AI models, including those with systemic risk [30]

G7 Code of Conduct In effect Voluntary Organizations developing the most advanced AI systems, including the most advanced foundation models [42]

US Executive Order In effect Mandatory Firms developing dual-use foundation models trained using >1026 FLOPs or 1023 FLOPs for biological sequence data [88]

US FM Transparency Act Proposed Mandatory Providers of foundation models with over 30k monthly users or that generate over 100k monthly output instances [25]

US White House Commitments In effect Voluntary Firms developing AI systems [48]

Table 1. Government policies with transparency requirements. Information on the 6 policies we examine:
policy name, implementation status as of February 1, 2024, the type of transparency requirements, the entities
subject to the requirements, and the reference text we analyze.

The information that developers can disclose via our transparency reports, in some cases, aligns
with requirements by governments. We track 6 major policies (e.g. the EU AI Act, the US Executive
Order on AI), identifying correspondences between our indicators and their requirements. Such
alignment further incentivizes foundation model developers to report this information (e.g. when
it is also required by law) and clarifies how different jurisdictions are prioritizing different types
of transparency. However, the relatively low level of alignment between these policies and our
indicators illustrates the lack of granularity in governments’ transparency requirements

4.1 Tracked Policies
We consider 6 major policies (see Table 1) from Canada, the EU, the US, and the G7 that include
transparency requirements for foundation model developers. Notably, the US White House volun-
tary commitments include a pledge that developers will release transparency reports for foundation
models that "include the safety evaluations conducted (including in areas such as dangerous ca-
pabilities, to the extent that these are responsible to publicly disclose), significant limitations in
performance that have implications for the domains of appropriate use, discussion of the model’s
effects on societal risks such as fairness and bias, and the results of adversarial testing conducted
to evaluate the model’s fitness for deployment." The G7 Hiroshima Process International Code
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of Conduct for Organizations Developing Advanced AI Systems includes similar provisions on
transparency reports, including transparency regarding evaluations of risks to human rights.
The EU AI Act is a comprehensive regulation covering AI systems that was negotiated in

December 2023 and that will be published in spring 2024. The AI Act creates a risk taxonomy that
imposes requirements on providers of AI systems, prohibits certain use cases, and establishes an
AI Office within the European Commission to oversee general-purpose AI systems among many
other provisions. Implementation of the AI Act and its transparency requirements will depend
significantly on national regulatory authorities within member states, which will be responsible
for enforcing the AI Act within domestic legal regimes.
The US Executive Order on AI, published in October 2023, lays out US policy with respect to

attracting AI talent, ensuring security of AI systems, and protecting privacy and civil rights. In
addition to transparency requirements for some developers of "dual-use foundation models," the
order requires that federal government agencies promote competition in the AI industry, establish
procedures for the procurement of AI systems, and develop standards for best practices for AI
safety. The order includes over 150 requirements for federal agencies to complete—nearly all of
which must be implemented within one year—meaning that its effects are just beginning to take
shape [61].

The US AI Foundation Model Transparency Act is a piece of legislation introduced by Represen-
tatives Anna Eshoo and Don Beyer in December 2023. The bill is squarely focused on enhancing the
transparency of the foundation model ecosystem, ranging from data used for training and inference
to transparency standards for foundation model deployers. The US Federal Trade Commission
would be tasked with developing and enforcing transparency requirements in consultation with the
National Institute for Standards and Technology and the Office of Science and Technology Policy.

The USWhite House voluntary commitments are a list of eight commitments made by companies
developing AI systems; the White House has announced two rounds of signatories to the commit-
ments, the first by seven companies in July 2023 and the second by eight companies in September
2023.2 In addition to a commitment to publicly release transparency reports for foundation models,
the commitments address red teaming, cybersecurity, watermarking, and bias. The commitments
are not retroactive: they "apply only to generative models that are overall more powerful than the
current industry frontier" in the case of companies that signed in July, and "they apply only to
generative models that are overall more powerful than the current most advanced model produced
by the company making the commitment" in the case of companies that signed in September. The
US voluntary commitments are intended "to remain in effect until regulations covering substantially
the same issues come into force."
The Canada Voluntary Code of Conduct on the Responsible Development and Management

of Advanced Generative AI Systems, released in September 2023 by the ministry of Innovation,
Science and Economic Development, also introduces a set of nonbinding commitments that has been
endorsed by 22 organizations.3 The code of conduct includes specific measures related to different
aspects of responsible development and deployment of foundation models, such as accountability,
safety, fairness, human oversight, and robustness. It directs different measures toward developers
and managers of generative AI systems, where managers are organizations that put a system into

2The signatories to the US voluntary commitments are Amazon, Anthropic, Google, Inflection, Meta, Microsoft, and
OpenAI, which signed in July, and Adobe, Cohere, IBM, Nvidia, Palantir, Salesforce, Scale AI, and Stability AI, which signed
in September.

3The signatories to the Canada Voluntary Code of Conduct as of February 2024 are Ada, AlayaCare, Alberta Machine
Intelligence Institute, AltaML, Appen, BlackBerry, BlueDot, CGI, Cohere, Council of Canadian Innovators, Coveo, IBM,
kama.ai, Mila, OpenText, Protexxa Inc., Ranovus, Resemble AI, Responsible Artificial Intelligence Institute, Scale AI, TELUS,
and Vector Institute.
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operation, control access, and conduct monitoring (e.g. developers are responsible for mitigating
safety risks, while managers must clearly identify AI-generated content). Additionally, the code of
conduct distinguishes between obligations of developers and managers of all advanced generative
AI systems as opposed to those that are made available for public use. Similar to the US voluntary
commitments, "the code identifies measures that should be applied in advance of binding regulation
pursuant to the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act by all firms developing or managing the
operations of a generative AI system with general-purpose capabilities."
The G7, which includes the US, Canada, and the EU as members, issued its International Code

of Conduct for Organizations Developing Advanced AI Systems in October 2023 as part of the
Hiroshima AI Process. The code of conduct includes provisions on transparency reporting as
well as 10 measures related to data protection, risk management, and development of technical
standards. While this code of conduct is voluntary and companies have not acceded to it as they
have national-level commitments, it may be the basis for a future global agreement.

4.2 Alignment between existing policies and Foundation Model Transparency Reports

Policy Transparency for whom # Upstream # Model # Downstream Total

Canada Code of Conduct Public, Firms 1 3 5 9

EU AI Act Public, Firms, Government 9 13 8 30

G7 Code of Conduct Public 0 7 5 12

US Executive Order Government 0 4 1 5

US FM Transparency Act Public 10 7 3 20

US White House Commitments Public 0 6 1 7

Table 2. Alignment between government policies and our Foundation Model Transparency Reports.
For each policy, we indicate which entities receive the disclosed information as well as the overlap between
the policy’s requirements and our Transparency Report indicators. We report the overlap in aggregate as well
as for (i) upstream resources, (ii) model-level properties, and (iii) downstream use. Overall, the transparency
requirements in all 6 policies are considerably less comprehensive and less specific than the 100 indicators we
consider.

To measure the alignment between our transparency reports and existing policy, we tag the
transparency requirements in each policy and identify alignment with specific indicators in for
every transparency requirement that corresponds with our transparency indicators (see Appendix B
for further details). On average, the 6 policies share 10 transparency requirements with our 100
transparency indicators, and across all policies there are 43 transparency requirements shared with
our transparency indicators (see Table 2). That is, there are 57 transparency indicators we include
that are not included in any of these policies. Relatively few of these transparency requirements
focus on the upstream resources required to build foundation models, such as data, labor, and
compute. 3 of the 6 policies include no upstream requirements, though the US AI Foundation Model
Transparency Act has 10 such requirements, including disclosure of data size, data sources, data
augmentation, and personal information in the data. The EU AI Act had the most transparency
requirements, including 12 requirements that no other policy contained such as the duration of
model development, energy usage, model components, and the model license. The US Executive
Order on AI had the fewest transparency requirements of all policies considered and, notably, was
the sole policy to require only that companies disclose information to the government.
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Common transparency requirements across policies included disclosing data sources (required
by 3 policies), centralized model documentation (3), prohibited, restricted, and prohibited uses (3),
whether a person is interacting with an AI system (3), documentation for responsible downstream
use (3), a capabilities description (4), a risk description (4), evaluation of unintentional harm (4),
evaluation of intentional harm (5), a limitations description (5), and a mitigations description (5).
These commonalities show shared priorities, but also that current transparency requirements
are often superficial; in particular, our indicators include not only descriptions of capabilities,
limitations, risks, and mitigations, but also demonstrations and evaluations of each. In the upstream
domain, the only consistent transparency requirement relates to data sources, with no policies
including transparency requirements related to data labor and only one policy (the AI Act) with a
requirement on technical methods.

There were also a handful of transparency requirements that are included in these policies that
were not featured in the Foundation Model Transparency Index. For example, Canada’s code of
conduct requires that developers "maintain a database of reported incidents after deployment, and
provide updates as needed to ensure effective mitigation measures." It also requires that firms that
manage the operations of generative AI systems "share information and best practices on risk
management with firms playing complementary roles in the ecosystem." The EU AI Act contains a
number of additional transparency requirements, ranging from the date the model was released
to the maximum context window length, the rationale for key design choices, and adverse event
reporting. We revisit adverse event reporting, which appears in both of these policies, in §6.2
On the whole, transparency requirements in government policies lack specificity; they do not

detail the precision towhich developersmust report quantitative information, establish standards for
reporting evaluations, or account for differences across modalities. Foundation Model Transparency
Reports may help augment vague government policies by sharpening what information foundation
model developers provide to consumers, clients, downstream developers, deployers, and regulators.

5 EXAMPLE OF TRANSPARENCY REPORT ENTRIES
To demonstrate how to construct a Foundation Model Transparency Report, we provide an example
of transparency report entries in Appendix C. For brevity, here we describe how we assembled
these examples and takeaways given current disclosure practices.

5.1 Construction
The 2023 Foundation Model Transparency Index (FMTI) confirms that current transparency prac-
tices across the foundationmodel ecosystem are lackluster. Most major foundationmodel developers
do not provide information on over half of our 100 indicators [18]. As a result, for the purposes of
building an illustrative sample report, we provide examples of transparency report entries from
9 foundation model developers instead of reporting on the practices of a single developer. While
in practice, a transparency report will correspond to the practices of a single developer (and be
associated with a single model or model family), we nonetheless believe this amalgam serves a
useful demonstration.

To create these examples, we consider the 10 foundation model developers scored in FMTI and
the associated scores. For any indicator (82 of the 100) where at least one developer scores the point,
we consider all developers that receive a point for that indicator. Of these developers, we select
one of the developers whose practices best exemplify transparency for the indicator, with some
consideration for selecting different developers to portray a variety of practices. Given the selected
(indicator, developer) pairs, we then prepared the example entry in Appendix C that articulates
what the developer discloses for the indicator (e.g. Meta’s disclosure of development duration for
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Llama 2, Inflection’s description of the limitations of Inflection-1). While in our judgment this
report reflects some of the best existing practices for each indicator, we note that this should not be
seen as the ceiling for transparency in many cases.

5.2 Analysis
Our examples of Foundation Model Transparency Report entries, in line with findings of the FMTI,
implicitly denotes 18 indicators where no major developer is currently transparent (e.g. several
labor-related indicators, several indicators on usage statistics and impact). Consequently, developers
or others in the community that demonstrate how information regarding these 18 indicators should
be disclosed would establish a meaningful precedent. Further, even for many of the 82 indicators
where the report contains an entry, significantly more could be done to make this information
useful and actionable. In many cases, the level of contextualization and methodological clarity
could be specifically improved (e.g. regarding the aspects of model development that contributed
to Meta’s measurement of duration, or specific limitations were identified by Inflection?).
At a more fine-grained level, certain indicators also reveal how foundation model developers

conceptualize model development differently, and the community lacks a common conceptual
framework. For example, while practices from Anthropic, Hugging Face/BigScience, Meta, and
OpenAI are all included in the example report on the matters of data and labor, different developers
describe their data pipelines in substantively different ways. In turn, articulating where human labor
is involved and what data processing occurs through this pipeline may yield inconsistent answers
across developers that may not be directly comparable. For many indicators in the report, it is
unclear if the disclosed information is a partial or complete answer. For example, while policies from
Anthropic, Google, Inflection and OpenAI are all included on the matters of terms of service and
usage policy enforcement, in several cases it remains unclear whether they capture an exhaustive
list of violative behavior, enforcement actions, and associated appeals/justifications. In fact, in
some cases this information was only identified by triggering detected usage policy violations by
Bommasani et al. [18], which brings into question the extent to which these usage policies are fully
transparent at present.

6 RELATEDWORK
Transparency is a fundamental value with a significant history of study in AI [13, 19, 26, 36, 40,
52, 63, 75, 93]. Here we consider how our approach relates to other transparency methodologies
in AI (namely model cards, data sheets, and ecosystem cards) and other reporting methodologies
in society (namely financial reporting and adverse event reporting). While Foundation Model
Transparency Reports draw greatest inspiration from social media transparency reports (§2), these
other methodological approaches to transparency and reporting can help inform and complement
more comprehensive transparency reporting.

6.1 Transparency approaches in AI
The most common approach for improving in transparency in AI is model evaluations: these
evaluations help to clarify model strengths and weaknesses, often for technical AI practitioners
[20]. While evaluations can provide significant insight into a specific model, they are still limited
in their ability to account for broader societal context (e.g. data, labor, downstream impact). In
turn, documentation-based approaches to increasing transparency play a complementary role to
evaluations, often providing legibility to stakeholders beyond technical AI practitioners. While
model evaluations characterize a specific model in isolation, documentation situates model and
system development in a broader context.
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Documentation in AI was pioneered by data sheets [37] and model cards [63] for data and
models, respectively. These documentation frameworks enumerate a series of questions that an
AI developer should answer, which are often fairly open-ended and unstructured in form. For
example, Gebru et al. [37] introduces three questions on the motivation for dataset creation: what
was the purpose for dataset creation, who created the dataset (and, potentially on whose behalf),
and who funded the dataset? These documentation approaches tend to be very comprehensive
in their maximal instantiation, which means empirically there is significant heterogeneity in
how different organizations produce data sheets or model cards, including which of the original
questions posed by Gebru et al. [37] and Mitchell et al. [63] are (satisfactorily) addressed. For
example, the Llama 2 model card contains most of the high-level categories specified in the original
model cards paper, but several of the lower-level questions posed in the paper are not addressed.
Another important example of documentation in AI are the reproducibility checklists required by
conferences like NeurIPS and EMNLP, which are mandatory for all papers and include various
transparency requirements related to training, licensing, and limitations [68, 69].

More recently, Bommasani et al. [19] introduced ecosystem cards as a documentation framework,
which akin to our work specifically targets the foundation model setting. Three variants of the
ecosystem card template exist for documenting datasets, foundation models, and applications/prod-
ucts respectively, with Bommasani et al. [19] emphasizing the importance of tracking dependency
relationships between these different assets. In contrast to data sheets and model cards, which were
principally envisioned as developer-driven forms of transparency, ecosystem cards can be created
and maintained by other actors in the ecosystem.
Relative to these documentation frameworks, Foundation Model Transparency Reports share

common themes of organizing information and, in several instances, specific indicators. However,
our transparency reports adopt the more comprehensive view of transparency put forth in the
Foundation Model Transparency Index, spanning elements across the supply chain. Further, our
transparency reports are closer in style to social media transparency reports, with a greater emphasis
on more targeted informational queries rather than more open-ended questions found in data
sheets and model cards. Our focus is on transparency that is relevant for public accountability and
risk management in relation to (widely-deployed) foundation models, whereas many of these prior
frameworks are aimed at AI researchers to promote better scientific practices.

6.2 Reporting approaches in society
In mature industries, companies and organizations are often required to produce reports that
document their operations (e.g. tax reporting, environmental reporting, product safety reporting).
We consider US financial reporting as a horizontal practice spanning industries, as well as the US
Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) adverse event reporting system as a domain-specific practice.
These reporting approaches, along with social media transparency reporting, provide additional
references in envisioning, designing, and implementing transparency reporting for foundation
models.
Financial reporting. In the United States, several overlapping reporting mechanisms provide
transparency on the financial ecosystems. Financial reporting is overseen by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), whose mandate is to inform and protect investors, regulate securities
markets, and enforce federal securities law [80]. The SEC requires that publicly traded companies
release significant information about their finances through annual reports (Form 10-K), quarterly
reports (Form 10-Q), and current reports (Form 8-K) [82]. The 10-K and 10-Q comprehensively
characterize a company’s financial health (e.g. information on business activities, risk factors,
assets, liabilities) [81], whereas the 8-K is required to notify the SEC, and later the public, of sudden
events such as bankruptcy or acquisition of significant assets [82]. Standards also heavily influence
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financial reporting. The Generally Accepted Accounting Principles determine accounting standards
accepted by the SEC and function as the default for American companies [83], with the International
Financial Reporting Standards functioning as their international counterpart. Additionally, the
non-profit Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) develops auditing standards for
public companies and SEC-registered brokers and dealers. These standards are important as they
ensure that business audits are standardized, high quality, and trustworthy [84].

The history of US financial regulation has several instructive lessons for transparency reporting
for foundation models. Many American financial reporting mechanisms came out of regulatory
measures intended to address issues of low transparency and their subsequent negative effects.
The SEC was created in 1934 by Franklin Delano Roosevelt in the aftermath of the 1932 Pechora
Commission, which highlighted how abusive practices in the financial industry contributed to the
1929 stock market crash [72]. Likewise, the PCAOB was created as part of the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley
Act, which was itself a response to major corporate accounting scandals like Enron, WorldCom
and Tyco. Beyond creating the PCAOB, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act instrumentally reformed corporate
governance and financial disclosure practices in the US, mandating greater financial disclosure,
stricter internal corporate control, and greater corporate responsibility over financial reporting.
Therefore there is a well-established precedent of government intervention as a means of ensuring
greater transparency in industries that are deemed to be insufficiently transparent.
FDA adverse event reporting. While transparency often aims to provide baseline understanding
and information, sometimes further transparency is necessary in light of unexpected circumstances.
In the context of drugs, the FDA implements an adverse event reporting system (FAERS) as a
“database that contains information on adverse event and medication error reports submitted to
FDA. The database is designed to support the FDA’s post-marketing safety surveillance program
for drug and therapeutic biologic products" [33, 34]. As of September 2023, there are more than
27 million reports, with the FDA receiving more than one million reports annually since 1969
[34]; the FAERS data is made available to wide range of stakeholders (e.g. consumers, healthcare
professionals, researchers).

Reports are voluntarily submitted by healthcare providers (e.g. physicians, pharmacists, nurses)
and consumers (e.g. patients, family members, lawyers); by law, product manufacturers must
relay these reports to the FDA [32]. Reports are circulated and may trigger subsequent actions
(e.g. evaluation by clinical reviewers in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research) to survey
post-market drug safety. Overall, the open availability of FAERS data improves awareness of
drug adverse events, though it may be prone to improper interpretation without appropriate
consideration for statistical validity [54]. In comparison to the recurring, comprehensive, and
proactive nature of social media transparency reports or financial reports, adverse event reporting
systems provide more targeted transparency when interventions are (potentially) urgent. While
our focus in designing transparency reports for foundation models largely emulates the former
approaches, we highlight adverse event reporting as playing a potentially complementary role. In
particular, we imagine that as specific harms of foundation models are documented, similar adverse
event reporting systems (or the reuse of pre-existing systems) will be necessary [43, 65].

7 DISCUSSION
Transparency functions as an instrument for advancing other objectives (e.g. greater public ac-
countability and improved risk management). We aim to inculcate robust norms and industry
standards around transparency while foundation models are still (relatively) nascent, in conjunc-
tion with government-driven disclosure requirements. Transparency is not a monolith: different
aspects of transparency are more relevant for certain societal objectives and stakeholder groups
than others. While in some cases the benefits of transparency arise from a single developer being
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more transparent, for others what is required is broader transparency from many developers to
surface general trends. We step through several of our transparency indicators to articulate our
theory of change regarding how increased transparency would help improve the societal impact of
foundation models.

Greater transparency on data directly informs demographic biases in foundation model behavior
[6, 15, 58] and copyright litigation surrounding model training data [e.g. 67]. Transparency on labor
practices enables awareness of, and collective action to address, labor conditions [96]. Transparency
on compute usage clarifies the costs of building frontier foundation models [9] and the viability
of policies like licensing that restrict compute access [50]. Evaluations help concretize model
capabilities [22, 94] and risks [14, 95], sharpening collective understanding [20]. And transparency
on usage statistics as well as affected market sectors and geographies directly informs understanding
of economic impact, innovation, and the concentration of power [19, 87, 92].
While we advocate for greater transparency via transparency reports, we recognize that trans-

parency initiatives have been subject to critique [8, 12]. Though some of these critiques regarding
performative transparency on self-selected matters are mitigated by our approach [98], other
critiques about the limits of transparency to bring about substantive change persist [46]. We see
improved transparency as a natural initial target given the demonstrated opacity of the foundation
model ecosystem [18, 45, 73]; other changes will need to follow to achieve better societal outcomes.
Further, social media transparency reporting demonstrates that transparency reporting can be
costly, requiring substantial investments from platforms. At present, we do not aim to factor in
reporting costs, though we encourage developers to transparently discuss costs to allow policy-
makers and other stakeholders to better argue for cost-benefit trade-offs for transparency. For
similar reasons, we also highlight the potential for Foundation Model Transparency Reports to
reduce overall compliance costs for developers operating across multiple jurisdictions by reducing
duplicative effort (§4).
Broad consensus exists for improved transparency in the foundation model ecosystem. The

history of social media illustrates both the harms of pervasive opacity and the potential for institu-
tionalized transparency. We envisage Foundation Model Transparency Reports as the structured
interface for communicating information from foundation model developers to the public to meet
the needs of diverse stakeholders.
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Fig. 1. Indicators. The 100 indicators from the FoundationModel Transparency Index spanning the 3 domains:
upstream, model, and downstream; figure used with permission from Bommasani et al. [18].

.

A INDICATORS
We use the 100 transparency indicators from the Foundation Model Transparency Index [18] as the
basis for our transparency reports. These indicators are listed by name in Figure 1 with definitions
available at https://github.com/stanford-crfm/fmti/blob/main/fmti-indicators.csv.

https://github.com/stanford-crfm/fmti/blob/main/fmti-indicators.csv
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B POLICY ALIGNMENT
We track transparency requirements for foundation model developers in 6 government policies
from Canada, the EU, the US, and the G7. For each of our 100 transparency indicators, we indicate
if the associated policy has a transparency requirement that addresses the same matter as our
indicator. We consider a transparency requirement to be aligned with one of our transparency
indicators if (i) the requirement addresses the same issue area as the indicator, (ii) the requirement is
directed to developers of foundation models, and (iii) the policy explicitly requires transparency or
information sharing in this area.4 We used a single annotator for each policy, who was responsible
for comparing each transparency requirement in the policy to each transparency indicator in the
Foundation Model Transparency Index. There are several important caveats regarding the extent
of this overlap. Whereas foundation model transparency reports are intended to be documents
that are publicly available, transparency requirements in government policies may only require
foundation model developers to disclose information to the government or to other firms (e.g.
downstream developers). Moreover, the voluntary government policies we consider impose high-
level transparency requirements, meaning it is difficult to discern whether they correspond precisely
to a narrow indicator of transparency. The resulting 100 × 6 matrix of (indicator, policy) pairs is
presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators

Data size ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Data sources ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Data creators ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Data source selec-
tion

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Data curation ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Data augmentation ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Harmful data filtra-
tion

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Copyrighted data ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Data license ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Personal informa-
tion in data

✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Use of human labor ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Employment of
data laborers

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC

Continued on next page

4We were relatively conservative in stating which requirements align with our transparency indicators, erring on the
side of caution in regulatory interpretation as there is little to no available evidence regarding how these recent policies will
be interpreted or enforced in practice.
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Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators (Continued)

Geographic distri-
bution of data la-
borers

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Wages ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Instructions for cre-
ating data

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Labor protections ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Third party part-
ners

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Queryable external
data access

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Direct external data
access

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Compute usage ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Development dura-
tion

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Compute hardware ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Hardware owner ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Energy usage ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Carbon emissions ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Broader environ-
mental impact

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Model stages ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Model objectives ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Core frameworks ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Additional depen-
dencies

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Mitigations for pri-
vacy

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Mitigations for
copyright

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Input modality ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Output modality ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Model components ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC

Continued on next page
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Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators (Continued)

Model size ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Model architecture ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Centralized model
documentation

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

External model ac-
cess protocol

✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Blackbox external
model access

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Full external model
access

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Capabilities de-
scription

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Capabilities demon-
stration

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Evaluation of capa-
bilities

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

External repro-
ducibility of capa-
bilities evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Third party capabil-
ities evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Limitations descrip-
tion

✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Limitations demon-
stration

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Third party evalua-
tion of limitations

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Risks description ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Risks demonstra-
tion

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Unintentional
harm evaluation

✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

External repro-
ducibility of un-
intentional harm
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC

Continued on next page
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Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators (Continued)

Intentional harm
evaluation

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

External repro-
ducibility of
intentional harm
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Third party risks
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Mitigations descrip-
tion

✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mitigations demon-
stration

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Mitigations evalua-
tion

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

External repro-
ducibility of mitiga-
tions evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Third party mitiga-
tions evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Trustworthiness
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

External repro-
ducibility of
trustworthiness
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Inference duration
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Inference compute
evaluation

✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Release decision-
making

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Release process ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Distribution chan-
nels

✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Products and ser-
vices

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC

Continued on next page
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Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators (Continued)

Detection
of machine-
generated content

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Model License ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Terms of service ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Permitted and pro-
hibited users

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Permitted, re-
stricted, and
prohibited uses

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Usage policy en-
forcement

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Justification for en-
forcement action

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Usage policy viola-
tion appeals mecha-
nism

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Permitted, re-
stricted, and
prohibited model
behaviors

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Model behavior pol-
icy enforcement

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Interoperability of
usage andmodel be-
havior policies

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

User interaction
with AI system

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Usage disclaimers ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

User data protec-
tion policy

✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Permitted and pro-
hibited use of user
data

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Usage data access
protocol

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Versioning protocol ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC

Continued on next page
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Table 3: Policy Alignment Matrix for Transparency Indicators (Continued)

Change log ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Deprecation policy ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Feedback mecha-
nism

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Feedback summary ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Government in-
quiries

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Monitoring mecha-
nism

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Downstream appli-
cations

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Affected market
sectors

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Affected individu-
als

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Usage reports ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Geographic statis-
tics

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Redress mecha-
nism

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Centralized doc-
umentation for
downstream use

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Documentation for
responsible down-
stream use

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Totals 7 5 20 30 12 9

US WHVC US EO US FMTA EU AIA G7 CoC CA CoC
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C EXAMPLE OF TRANSPARENCY REPORT ENTRIES
To demonstrate how a transparency report may be prepared, we provide the following examples of
transparency report entries. Given the poor transparency documented in the foundation model
ecosystem at present [18], we construct this document by stitching together practices across several
major foundation model developers. In doing so, our objective is to highlight a larger range of
practices to give greater guidance on the basis of this example. Further, since we constructed
these entries given public information as in [18], we specifically highlight that the extent to which
the information is contextualized and the methodology is clear can be significantly improved.
(For some indicators, we defer to other materials because the associated information is quite
lengthy/cumbersome to provide here.)

Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report

Data size Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

363B tokens

Data sources Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

ROOTS and xP3

Data source selection Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

See the ROOTS paper for de-
tails on source selection and
the BLOOMZ paper for details
on source selection for xP3

Data curation Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

See the ROOTS paper for de-
tails on data curation and the
BLOOMZ paper for details on
data curation for xP3

Data augmentation Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

See the BLOOMZ paper for
details on how P3 was aug-
mented to produce xP3

Harmful data filtration Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

Illegal content is filtered from
LAION-5B using a CLIP-based
filter; offensive examples are
tagged rather than filtered us-
ing QF16 and a new sexual-
ized content classifier, both de-
rived from CLIP embeddings;
the subset of LAION-5B that
is used is further filtered using
LAION’s NSFW detector with
𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑓 𝑒 = 0.1

Indicator Developer, Model Value

Continued on next page
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Use of human labor Meta, Llama 2 See the Llama 2 technical re-
port for details on the use of
human labor for fine-tuning,
red-teaming, and safety eval-
uations (e.g. pp. 28)

Wages Anthropic, Claude 2 MTurkers were paid by task
and are given “frequent
bonuses.” Upworker annota-
tors “were paid significantly
above the minimum wage in
California”

Instructions for creating data Anthropic, Claude 2 Instructions provided on pp.
64-66 of the Training a Help-
ful and Harmless Assistant
with RLHF paper

Labor protections OpenAI, GPT-4 "With all workers, we follow
industry-best practices by en-
suring every annotator retains
the right to opt out of any
task they find unpleasant, re-
ceive a market wage commen-
surate with the work they de-
liver, and have opportunities
and channels through which
they can discuss their work
and raise objections. ... For
sensitive content annotation,
we use vendor-provided fea-
tures like mandated breaks,
blurring or grayscale of ma-
terials, and clearly delineated
project categories such that
no contractor is surprised
by the nature of the mate-
rial. Additionally, for vendor-
managed workers, we have
implemented ongoing work-
ers’ wellness surveys and sup-
port procedures that we regu-
larly discuss with our vendor"

Indicator Developer, Model Value

Continued on next page
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Third party partners Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

BigScience data catalogue in-
cludes details regarding con-
tributors to data crowdsourc-
ing efforts

Queryable external data ac-
cess

Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

ROOTS is queryable via a tool
built for precisely this type of
access and xP3 is released pub-
licly

Direct external data access Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

Full access to ROOTS is avail-
able via a form and xP3 is re-
leased publicly

Development duration Meta, Llama 2 3.3M hours

Compute hardware Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 256 NVIDIA A100 40GB GPUs

Hardware owner Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Amazon Web Services

Energy usage Meta, Llama 2 1 * 109 mWh

Carbon emissions Meta, Llama 2 539tC02

Model stages Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Training procedure described
in detail in the model card.

Model objectives Meta, Llama 2 Next word prediction as de-
scribed in LLaMA 1 for pre-
training, an autoregressive ob-
jective only for answer tokens
for fine-tuning, reward model
for RLHF.

Core frameworks Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

Frameworks for BLOOM
include Megatron-DeepSpeed
for large-scale distributed
training, PyTorch for overall
deep learning framework,
and apex for FP16 and further
frameworks for BLOOMZ
adaptation are made clear via
code release

Additional dependencies Google, PaLM 2 No additional dependencies

Mitigations for privacy Meta, Llama 2 We excluded data from certain
sites known to contain a high
volume of personal informa-
tion about private individuals

Indicator Developer, Model Value

Continued on next page
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Mitigations for copyright Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

Crowdsourcers for data that
was included in ROOTS were
encouraged to make "an ef-
fort to collect sources with an
open license or without copy-
right"

Input modality AI21 Labs, Jurassic-2 Text

Output modality AI21 Labs, Jurassic-2 Text

Model components Meta, Llama 2 The model is a single com-
ponent based on the Trans-
former architecture

Model size Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

The model size is 176B param-
eters (dense model) with 3.6B
embedding parameters

Model architecture Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

BLOOMZ employs a trans-
former decoder-onlymodel ar-
chitecture

Centralized model documen-
tation

Google, PaLM 2 The technical report and
model card therein provides
centralized documentation

External model access proto-
col

OpenAI, GPT-4 Research access program al-
lows external entities to re-
quest access—a decision of
will be granted within 4-6
weeks

Blackbox external model ac-
cess

OpenAI, GPT-4 OpenAI API provides black-
box access

Full external model access Meta, Llama 2 Model weights are openly ac-
cessible to those who agree
to the custom commercial li-
cense

Capabilities description Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Generating novel images from
text or a preexisting image, en-
hancing the resolution of im-
ages, and inpainting

Indicator Developer, Model Value

Continued on next page
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Capabilities demonstration OpenAI, GPT-4 Demonstrations of question
answering, text completion,
and various other capabilities
included in the technical re-
port

Evaluation of capabilities Meta, Llama 2 Evauations on benchmarks in-
cluding MMLU, HellaSwag,
and Human-Eval provided in
the technical report

External reproducibility of ca-
pabilities evaluation

Meta, Llama 2 Hyperparameters and prompt-
ing information are provided
for capabilities evaluations,
enhancing reproducibility on
standard benchmarks

Third party capabilities evalu-
ation

Cohere, Command Stanford’s Center for Re-
search on Foundation Models
conducted a third-party
evaluation of capabilities on
the HELM benchmark

Limitations description Inflection, Inflection-1 Known limitations include
hallucinations, bias, and lim-
ited non-English support

Limitations demonstration Cohere, Command Examples are provided for lim-
itations related to non-English
language support, bias, and
factuality

Third party evaluation of lim-
itations

Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

The weights of the model
are openly released, meaning
third parties can evaluate lim-
itations.

Risks description OpenAI, GPT-4 Risks include generating
harmful content such as hate
speech, amplifying bias, and
generating vulnerable code

Risks demonstration OpenAI, GPT-4 System card demonstrates var-
ious types of risks

Indicator Developer, Model Value
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Unintentional harm evalua-
tion

Google, PaLM 2 See figure 31 in the techni-
cal report for evaluations of
the rate of toxic continuation
across languages or Table 24
for translation misgendering
in Table 24

External reproducibility of un-
intentional harm evaluation

Google, PaLM 2 Toxicity evaluations and
translation evaluations are
reproducible, involving public
datasets like ParlAI with
stated hyperparameters for
sampling and the Perspective
API for toxicity classification
with a fixed version of the
Perspective API.

External reproducibility of in-
tentional harm evaluation

OpenAI, GPT-4 The evaluations in Appendix
E are reproducible (prompts
are provided in Figure 10).

Third party risks evaluation Cohere, Command Stanford’s Center for Re-
search on Foundation Models
conducted a third-party
evaluation of risks on the
HELM benchmark

Mitigations description OpenAI, GPT-4 See section 6 of the technical
report for details on adversar-
ial testing via domain experts
and the model-assisted safety
pipeline

Mitigations demonstration OpenAI, GPT-4 See section 2 of the system
card for examples of various
mitigations

Mitigations evaluation OpenAI, GPT-4 See section 3 of the system
card for quantitative evalua-
tions of the RLHF and rule-
based reward models

Trustworthiness evaluation OpenAI, GPT-4 See section 6 of the technical
report for a calibration evalu-
ation

Inference duration evaluation Meta, Llama 2 Inference duration evaluated
in figure 24 of technical report
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Release decision-making Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOM

See section 3.6 of the BLOOM
paper for discussion of release
decision-making—we chose
to strike a balance between
unrestricted open-access and
responsible-use

Release process Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Model weights are made fully
available upon release with no
intermediate steps.

Distribution channels Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Distribution channels include
downloading model weights
on Hugging Face and access-
ing the model via the Stability
API

Products and services Anthropic, Claude 2 Claude and Claude Instant are
powered by Claude 2

Detection of machine-
generated content

Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 Stable Diffusion 2 incorpo-
rates an invisible watermark
to help viewers identify im-
ages as machine generated

Model License Hugging Face/BigScience,
BLOOMZ

BigScience RAIL License

Terms of service Inflection, Inflection-1 Terms of Service for Inflection-
1 and other services are avail-
able here

Permitted and prohibited
users

Google, PaLM 2 PaLM API additional Terms of
Service include details on ge-
ographies where it is available

Permitted, restricted, and pro-
hibited uses

Anthropic, Claude 2 Acceptable Use Policy details
prohibited uses such as gener-
ating content that is abusive
or fraudulent content, sexual,
or violent
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Usage policy enforcement Anthropic, Claude 2 If we discover that your prod-
uct or usage violates An-
thropic’s policies, we may is-
sue a warning requesting a
change in your behavior, ad-
just the safety settings of your
in-product experience, or sus-
pend your access to our tools
and services.

Justification for enforcement
action

Google, PaLM 2 If content was blocked, the re-
sponse from the API contains
the reason it was blocked in
the ContentFilter.reason field.

Usage policy violation appeals
mechanism

OpenAI, GPT-4 Violations of the usage policy
may present users with the op-
portunity to appeal via the fol-
lowing form

Permitted, restricted, and pro-
hibited model behaviors

Anthropic, Claude 2 The constitution we give our
AI systems describes permit-
ted and prohibited model be-
haviors

Model behavior policy en-
forcement

Inflection, Inflection-1 See the review and improve-
ment portion of the safety pol-
icy

Interoperability of usage and
model behavior policies

OpenAI, GPT-4 We reduced the prevalence
of certain kinds of content
that violate our usage policies
(such as inappropriate erotic
content) in our pre-training
dataset, and fine-tuned the
model to refuse certain in-
structions such as direct re-
quests for illicit advice.

User interaction with AI sys-
tem

OpenAI, GPT-4 ChatGPT Plus references at
the top of the page that the
user is interacting with GPT-4
and at the bottom of the page
links to the release notes with
details about the specific ver-
sion.
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Table 4: Example of a Foundation Model Transparency Report (Continued)

Usage disclaimers Anthropic, Claude 2 Users are provided with the
acceptable usage policy upon
making an account

User data protection policy Cohere, Command See the privacy policy and the
data usage policy

Permitted and prohibited use
of user data

Cohere, Command See the privacy policy and the
data usage policy

Versioning protocol OpenAI, GPT-4 Each model version is dated
with an -MMDD suffix; e.g.,
gpt-4-0613

Change log Stability AI, Stable Diffusion 2 See the news subsection on
GitHub

Deprecation policy Google, PaLM 2 Each stable version of the
model is available for 6
months after the release of
the next stable version

Feedback mechanism Meta, Llama 2 Report risky content gener-
ated by the model using the
Llama output feedback form

Monitoring mechanism Inflection, Inflection-1 We automate monitoring
across our platform to under-
stand usage, conversational
quality, and where our models
might be failing to meet our
safety policy.

Centralized documentation
for downstream use

AI21 Labs, Jurassic-2 See API reference

Documentation for responsi-
ble downstream use

Meta, Llama 2 See Llama 2 responsible use
guide
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